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SD Clone Carbs

By John Reeder
Photography by the author

Build Carter AFBs That Are Functionally Identical to
the Very Rare ‘62-’63 Super Duty Carbs: Part 1

W

ith the gaining popularity of
nostalgia racing, F.A.S.T.,
NMCA and Pure Stock drag,
fast Pontiacs are very much a part of the
scene. While very few original 421 Super
Duty cars are still being campaigned,
there are a number of cars built to SD
specs and raced, as the rules allow for
clones to run. With the cost and rarity of
original Super Duty carbs continuing to
climb, the need for functionally identical
and in many cases, visually identical carbs
has also risen.
This article provides instructions for
cloning the Carter AFB 3010, 3433 and
3435 carburetors which were installed on
Pontiac 542991, 9770319 and 9770859
dual quad intake manifolds in 1961, 1962
and 1963. Carter 3010s were installed on
the ‘61 setups while the 3433/3435 carburetors were used in 1962 and 1963.
The 3010 AFBs are identical in appearance to the 3433/35 carbs but retained
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their automatic choke components while
the 3433/3435 set had a manual choke
installed on the rear carburetor.
The items needed to clone the above
carburetors using the methods described
in this article, in addition to normal
mechanics tools and readily available
chemicals, are a mig welder, oxy/acetylene torch, dial micrometer, small metal
lathe and milling machines, air compressor and blasting cabinet with two grades
of glass beads, access to a zinc or cadmium plater (preferably cadmium) who is
willing to take on small jobs, and reproduction Super Duty throttle arms and
manual choke components from
Fabcraft Metal Works. Several sizes of
helio coils may also be needed depending
upon how crusty the core carburetors are
or how difficult they are to dismantle.
Finding the Right Cores
The 3010 and 3433/3435 Super Duty

carburetors have an ignition relay boss
on the passenger side of the carburetor
body above the primary throttle shaft,
and it is necessary to use AFBs with this
boss if the “correct” look is desired for
the clones. Very few AFBs have this boss
and the ones I am aware of that do have
it are listed below, with notations as to
their suitability as the basis for the clone
carburetors (see chart).
On the Buick carburetors, the ignition
switch boss has been machined out to
accept the mechanical ignition relay
which those cars used. This machined
out area will have to be filled in with JB
Weld. The Buicks also have no vacuum
circuits in the rear of the carb body and
if ports are desired for a distributor
and/or power brakes they will have to be
installed.
The Chevy and Crusader Marine carburetors have bodies that are identical to
the real 3010/3433/3435 carburetors,
with two minor details, and in some cases
have the same casting numbers. They are
the best cores if you can find them but
they cost 3 to 5 times the price of the
Buicks and are much harder to find. As
this
article
is
written
the
Chevy/Crusader Marine cores cost
$250-$500 each and the Buicks around
$100.
The 3010 Pontiac is a real SD carb
and the only difference between it and
the 3433/3435 is that it has the heat
choke vacuum circuit that will have to be
plugged in order to make it look correct
for ‘62/’63 setups. This carburetor is so
rare however that I personally would
never modify one.
Another big difference between the
real Pontiac Super Duty carburetors and
all of the others is that the Super Duty
carburetors have no number stamped
onto the right front foot of the main
bod, as all of the others do.
All of the carburetors listed above
have a right hand front feed air horn.
The correct casting number for this air
horn on real 3433/3435 carbs is 1518.
There are right hand front feed air horns
with other casting numbers that look
correct, however, and unless I am

cloning a set off of the Chevy
3012/3221 cores I do not worry about
this number because someone would
have to lean over into your engine bay in
order to read it.
Disassembling The Carburetors
Completely disassemble the carburetors
removing every component. This is a
fairly straightforward process but
depending upon how crusty the cores are
can take several days waiting for Liquid
Wrench to soak into things or for the
core itself to soak in a pan of EvapoRust.
If the core is really dirty/greasy, etc.
cleaning the entire carburetor off before
disassembly will make the whole process
easier and more enjoyable. Use whatever
methods you normally use to clean
engine and drive train components,
engine bays, etc. to accomplish this.
If a core has a lot of rust on the steel
components or is rusted solid soak the
entire carburetor in fresh Evapo-Rust
until all evidence of rust is gone; which
usually takes a day or two. The EvapoRust will dissolve the rust but will not
harm the aluminum or brass. After
removal from the Evapo-Rust rinse the
carburetor off with a water hose and
then blow it out and off with compressed air and allow it to dry. This step
alone sometimes frees everything up and
the screws will now come out, the throttle shafts will move, etc.
If you have never completely dismantled and reassembled an AFB before I
would strongly recommend taking pictures of each carburetor before and during disassembly for future reference.
Take pictures of all four sides, of both
the top and bottom, of the inside of the
body before the boosters are removed,
and of the underside of the air horn
where the floats are installed. Make a
note of which boosters were installed in
each side of the carburetor body, and
front and rear. Take several pictures of
the passenger side throttle shaft linkage
because you will need to refer to them
when putting that linkage back on. Take
pictures of these linkage components on

Core Original Application Suitability as Clone
2507/2800 ‘57/’58 Buick
2840 ‘59 Buick

2982 ‘60 Buick

Poor- boss is cast wrong and
front view of carb is incorrect
Very good or fair- view from
front is correct but on half of
them the boss is cast wrong;
those with the correct appearing
boss are identical to 2982

Very good- probably 4/5ths of
the clones I have made use of this
as the core carburetor

3010 ‘60 Pontiac NASCAR Excellent- used on ‘61 setups but
extremely rare
3012/3221 ‘61 Chevy 348 Excellent- body is identical to real
3433/3435 and in some cases has
the same casting number
2955 Crusader Marine

Excellent- same as 3012/3221 but
rarest of all

both carburetors and record the numbers stamped onto each part of both sets
of components. Carter used several versions of the passenger side linkage components over time and while they may all
look alike to the casual observer they are
not identical and if mixed up during
reassembly will often not work together.
The components installed on both cores
should be the same but these carburetors
are more than fifty years old now and
may have been apart before and then
reassembled with incorrect components
from another AFB.
Also, write down the numbers cast
onto the boosters; they should be paired
and the numbers should differ by one
digit right side/left side. The accelerator
pump nozzles should have casting number 264 on them.
Although hopefully not the case with
your set it may be necessary to buy three
cores in order to make two complete,
correct, carburetors.
Now take screw drivers, dental pics if
necessary, a small punch if necessary,
and take the carbs apart. I have found
that a manual impact driver is the best
way to remove the screws from the ends

of the throttle shafts on the right side of
the carb, or at least to break them loose.
This tool can also be used to break
the air horn perimeter screws loose, and
those holding the boosters down, but if
the screws in those areas are so tight that
the impact driver is needed I will first
apply Liquid Wrench liberally around the
screws and boosters and allow it to soak
in for a day or two before using the
impact driver. Grind screw driver tips
down so they fit the screws. If a screw
slot is damaged, recut it with the edge of
a small file. If a slot is so badly damaged
as to be useless, take a small pair of needle nose vise grips and remove the screw
by grabbing the head and turning it out.
Once a screw moves at all it is usually
going to come out but it may take a day
or two or three of pouring the Liquid
Wrench on, letting it soak, and then
working the screw back and forth slowly,
walking away for awhile, and then working it some more, to get it done.
Sometimes it has taken me a week to
completely dismantle one really crusty
carburetor core. Sometimes it is also necessary to use a plumbers propane torch
and apply heat in order to remove some
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The body pictured at the top is the 2955/ 3010/ 3012/ 3221/ 3433/ 3435 type and
the ignition relay boss was never machined out. The middle body is a 2982 and
the boss on the one shown has been filled in with JB Weld. Half of the 2840s look
like this one. The boss on the top and middle bodies have the correct look. The
bottom body is of the 2507/2800 type and the boss appears wrong in that it was
cast without the gap at the top separating it slightly from the main body. The
other half of 2840s look like this one. Notice the large vacuum ports in the rear
of the top and bottom bodies. The 2840/2982 bodies do not have this port.

components.
Remove the throttle and choke plates
screws by grinding off the peened-on
inner ends flush with the shaft with a
Dremel small round stone. You will scar
the shafts a little when doing this but it

can’t be helped.
If it looks like you’ve ground the
inner end completely off and the screw
won’t move then grind it off some more.
If the screw moves but is giving you stiff
resistance then grind it off some more.

2840, 2955, 2982, 3010, 3012, and 3221 all look like the top
body from the front. On the bottom is 2507/2800 type
which looks wrong.
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These screws are brass, are therefore
weak, and you don’t want to break one
off. Once started the screw ought to
come out with only minor or no resistance.
After removing the first primary
throttle shaft I would recommend taking
pictures of the idle speed cam and spring
which rests against the inner throttle
arm, which you can later refer to when
reassembling the carburetors.
When removing the jets having the
screw driver fit the slot in the jet is an
absolute must because the jets are brass,
are often very tight, and once you injure
the slot in one you usually have to either
drill the jet out completely or ruin it by
using a backout to remove it.
Sometimes you can put a screwdriver
in the slot and whack it straight down
hard with a hammer and that will break
the tension on the threads and allow you
to remove it, but not always. If the jets
are the size you will use or are smaller
you may want to consider just leaving
them in and when smaller drilling them
out to the size you will need.
If the accelerator pump well check
ball assembly will not come out, use a
Dremel with the small round steel bit
and eat away the brass holding the
chrome check ball in until it falls out.
You can then insert a backout in the
brass check ball housing and remove it.
If you do break a screw off all isn’t

The arrow at the upper left points to the hot idle compensator circuit, lower left to the ignition relay boss, and lower
right to the outer choke vacuum circuit. All of these circuits
need to be plugged with JB Weld stick epoxy or with aluminum rod per the instructions in the article.

The arrows on the left and right point to both ends of the
choke vacuum circuit. The one in the middle identifies the
spark port. Block off the inner choke circuit and spark
port, if it has been opened up, with plugs of JB Weld.

lost because you can drill it out and retap that hole, but it makes things so
much easier if you do not have to do
this. The holes can also be helio coiled,
including those for the jets. When I have
to drill out these little screw shanks, retap holes, helio coil, etc. I have to use the
milling machine table with the x and y
axis and center drills to do it. It is impossible for me personally to get dead on
center otherwise.
If you end up completely ruining the
threads in one or more of the holes in a
throttle shaft you can drill the ruined

Rear of two bodies showing distributor and power brake
vacuum fittings. The 2982-type bodies do not have a vacuum port in the rear of the body, so these will have to be
added for distributor vacuum and power brakes, if desired.
Carefully locate the middle of the rear carburetor base and
drill and tap with 17/64th drill and 5/16 NF24 tap. Place distributor vacuum behind the right, passenger’s side, throttle
plate or the fitting will jam up against the distributor. Do
not drill completely into the throttle bore for either fitting.

hole(s) in that shaft one size larger, use
larger diameter screws to hold the throttle plates in, and turn the heads on the
screws down so they will go down into
the recesses in the shaft originally
machined out for them. When done correctly this is hardly noticeable. Due to
the ignition switch boss the throttle
shafts on the Super Duty carburetors
and clone cores are longer than the
shafts on almost all other AFBs and
must be saved if at all possible.
Much of the above of course
describes worst case scenarios, which

Plug both ends of the choke shaft channel on the front
carb airhorn with aluminum rod. Remove any choke
stoves, which some airhorns have, and fill the resulting
hole with JB Weld.

thankfully, are rare. The overwhelming
majority of cores are fairly clean and
come apart easily with one or two jets
normally being the hardest components
to remove.
At this point I separate the steel components from the aluminum castings.
Almost all of The steel components
including the throttle shafts will eventually be pickled and sent out for cadmium
plating. The springs, if plated, must be
baked immediately following plating or
they will develop a condition called
hydrogen embrittlement and will eventu-

This shows a 2982 throttle shaft and arm with the original
peening filed off. The shaft has been inserted into a long
9/16 x 3/8 drive socket held in a vise, and is being driven
out of the throttle arm with a punch. A 1/4 drive socket,
11/32 on 2955/3012/3221 type arms and 9/32 on 2840/2982
arms, is placed in the open end of the throttle arm to keep
it from collapsing while the shaft is driven out.
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I use a mig welder to add length to the the bare shaft. At
least .125-inch must be added to a 2955/3012/3221 shaft
and .225-inch to a 2982/2840 shaft. Be careful and add only
to the end and avoid filling in the original flats which clock
the throttle arm.

ally break. The aluminum castings will be
thoroughly cleaned and then the bodies
and air horns will be modified as necessary. The floats, choke and throttle
blades, and metering rod pistons, springs,
and wire metering rod retainers will be
set aside and cleaned before reinstallation.
Cleaning
Get the aluminum castings absolutely
clean both inside and out. Outside
clean makes them look pretty and inside
clean makes them perform right.
Use whatever method you use to
clean greasy engine components and the
like to clean the carburetor bodies, air
horns, and boosters. I do not have an
ultrasonic cleaner so I go through a
multi-step process using gasoline, acetone or lacquer thinner, and then run the
bodies and air horns through a full dishwasher cycle. Yes, the wife lets me do
this.
Following the dishwasher I take a second pan of either acetone or lacquer
thinner and repeatedly squirt the solvent
through all of the internal passages of
every casting, including the boosters,
with a brake fluid bulb. When cleaning
the passages in the boosters this second
time I run appropriate diameter welding
torch cleaner wires through the air
bleeds, idle jets, etc.
It is at this point that I chase the
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Turn the added length down to .370 on a metal lathe.

threads in every screw hole. Do not omit
this step. If you do not do it now you
will invariably have to do it on one hole
or another when you reassemble the
carbs. It is rare when anything needs to
be helio-coiled but it does happen and it
is at this point that I do that.
Modifying the Carburetor Bodies
Fill the ignition relay boss in on the
Buicks cores, both top and bottom, with
JB Weld stick epoxy. Do this by sticking
one of the throttle shafts in the body so
that a smooth portion of the shaft is in
the area where the boss is, and mix and
fill the openings with the JB Weld filler,
turning the shaft as the first application
hardens. It may take several applications
of the JB Weld to bring the machined
out areas up flush with the bottom surface of the body and top of the ignition
relay boss but when filled and
sanded/filed off you will want those
areas even and flat. If the JB Weld you
are using doesn’t match the color of the
carb body don’t worry about it because
you are going to daub aluminum colored
paint on those areas anyway.
The real 3433/3435 carbs had the
vacuum circuit to the choke body
blocked off with a rounded aluminum
plug, and you will want to duplicate this.
Make your plugs by cutting off a 1/2inch long piece of 3/16-inch diameter
aluminum rod for each core and then

round off one end of each rod. Next
drill the outer choke vacuum passage on
each body with a 3/16-inch drill bit and
then glue the plugs in place with JB Weld
tube epoxy, turning the plugs as you
insert them. Leave the rounded off portion of each rod barely sticking out after
insertion. Now seal off the inner end of
this passage with a dollop of JB Weld.
The inner end of the passage is shown in
one of the illustrations.
Cores that were originally made for an
automatic transmission car had a hot idle
compensator mounted above the secondary throttle bores between the two
rear boosters. Block off the circuit that
was under the hot idle compensator with
JB Weld epoxy stick epoxy, filling about
1/2-inch of the passage at the top, or
with a 1/2-inch length piece of 1/4-inch
diameter aluminum rod glued in place
with JB Weld. On the Chevy and
Crusader Marine cores a large vacuum
port in the rear center of the body is also
fed by that same circuit and you do not
want to block that off. Look for an open
hot idle compensator circuit in every
core you buy. Someone may have
removed the hot idle compensator at
some point, did not block the passage
off, and then wondered why the carburetor would not run right.
Some bodies also have what is called a
spark port on the underside of the body
at the front edge of the passenger’s side

Then recut and extend the flats on a milling machine.

primary throttle bore. This port is sometimes capped with a metal plug, sometimes it is open, and sometimes people
have uncapped it and elongated the
opening so as to feed manifold vacuum
to the vacuum port in the front of the
carburetor. If that passage is open plug it
with JB Weld.
On the Buick cores fittings for distributor vacuum and power brakes can be
placed at the back bottom edge of the
bodies if desired. When installing a distributor vacuum port place it behind the
passenger side rear throttle plate. If you
put it in the center rear or behind the driver’s side throttle plate the distributor
cap will interfere with it. Place the vacuum brake port in the center rear of what
will become the front carburetor. For
both ports drill 17/64th diameter holes
and tap with a 5/15 NF24 tap. Brass
components to create the fittings needed
can be obtained at any good hardware
store, NAPA, etc. To my knowledge
none of the Super Duty cars had power
brakes but to accommodate customers
who do I make up power brake lines that
look like what is found on Pontiac TriPower setups.
Some of these carburetors have substantial corrosion on the bottoms of the
carburetor body. While unsightly this
poses no harm as long as the float bowls
and passages feeding fuel to the boosters
have not been compromised. Fill these

The total length of the flats beyond the shoulder should be
.325-inch, which will leave .090-inch of shaft standing proud
of the throttle arm before peening. You can take off the last
few thousands, and square the end of the shaft, on a table
top disc sander.

corroded areas with JB Weld tube epoxy
and use files and sandpaper to take these
areas flat and even with the bottom of
the carburetor. Filling these areas may
take several applications of JB Weld, filing and sanding between each application in a manner similar to using body
filler on a car body.
Modifying the Airhorns
The choke shaft bore on the front carburetor air horn on the real SD carbs were
either never drilled out or were plugged
with aluminum rod.
You can plug both ends of this bore
on the air horn you will use for your
front carburetor with two 5/16-inch
diameter aluminum rods. Slightly round
off one end of each rod. Glue these
plugs in with JB Weld tube epoxy turning
the plugs as they are inserted in their
holes, leaving the rounded end just sticking out of the bore on each side.
Some air horns also have a brass
choke stove protruding from the right
upper rear. Take a pair of pliers and
remove this tube and then fill the cavity
with JB Weld tube epoxy, smoothing off
both the inside and outside surfaces to
match the contour of the air horn.
Bead Blasting and Sealing
All of the processes you used to clean
the bodies and air horns will more than
likely not remove all of the stains and

discoloration the castings have picked up
during their lifetime. Original AFBs did
not have those stains and discolorations.
I bead blast the carburetor bodies,
airhorns, and boosters twice; first at 100
psi with medium beads which removes
all of the discoloration, then a second
time at 50 psi with the finest beads I can
obtain.
For the second bead blasting I use
only fresh beads and this leaves the carburetors looking as close to NOS, in my
opinion, as you can get and not really be
there. Some customers have insisted that
I have their bodies and air horns treated
with alodine or other coatings rather
than bead blasting them and I humor
them, but in my opinion the two step
bead blasting looks far better.
Following bead blasting I blow out
every passage in the carburetor bodies,
air horns, and boosters, repeatedly, with
150 lbs. of air pressure. During this
process I will hold the bare bodies upside
down and bang them, hard, on a flat
piece of 2x12 pine board to make sure I
dislodge any and all glass beads, and then
blow them out again. I again run appropriate diameter welding torch cleaner
wires through the air bleeds, idle jets, etc.
in each booster to make sure all glass
beads are removed.
I will now daub aluminum colored
paint on the tops of the JB Weld filling
the ignition relay bosses, and after this
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Left to right is an original 2982 throttle arm, a 2982 arm
that has been modified to become a Super Duty inner arm,
and then a Fabcraft inner arm. Notice the slight bends
placed in the long portion of both the modified 2982 and
Fabcraft arms.

paint dries seal (paint) the bodies, air
horns, and boosters with Eastwood’s
Satin Clear for bare metal, which will
prevent oxidation. I do not spray the
Satin Clear on thick but instead just dust
it on.
Sometimes the air horns will end up
slightly darker than the bodies or vice
versa, or one body will not exactly match
the next one in shade. This is because the
batches of molten aluminum used when
pouring the castings differed slightly in
color.
Installing The SD Throttle Arms
This is the hardest part of the process.
Place each primary throttle shaft in a vise
with aluminum jaws, with the throttle
blade slots at a 90-degree angle to the
plane of the jaws so you do not crush
that area of the throttle shaft, and grind
or file off the peening holding the original throttle arm on. Then place a long
9/16 x 3/8 drive socket in the vise, place
the throttle shaft in it, and drive the shaft
out of the throttle arm. Before driving
the shaft out put some kind of spacer (I
use a 11/32x1/4 drive socket on 3012
type arms and a 9/32x1/4 drive socket
on 2840/2982 arms) in the open end of
the throttle arm so you do not collapse it
when driving the shaft out.
If you do not use a spacer and do collapse the open area you can open it back
up later, but it is a pain, so use a spacer.
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Left to right are an original shaft and arm from a 3012 carburetor, a bare shaft after removal of the throttle arm, a
shaft that has been lengthened with a MIG welder, then one
that has been turned down and had the flats extended on a
lathe and a milling machine, and finally a shaft with Super
Duty inner and outer throttle arms sitting on it ready for
peening.

If you are using Buick cores keep the
throttle arm as it will become the inner
super duty arm. If the cores are
3012/3221 Chevys the inner arm off of
them will become the SD inner arm.
Now you must add onto the end of
the bare throttle shaft and I use a mig
welder to do this, making several passes
to add what I need. On the Buick shafts
you will want to add at least .225-inch to
the length of the shaft and on the
Chevys, at least .125-inch. The added
length is necessary so you will have metal
with which to peen on the Super Duty
throttle arms.
After you’ve added onto the end of a
shaft you will have excess metal and will
need to turn the weldment down to .370
diameter and then recut the flats which
will clock the throttle arm. When recutting the flats be sure you do not get into
the original area of the shaft; ie only cut
where you added metal. Fabcraft makes
the slot in their SD arm a tad wider than
the slots on the original throttle arms on
both the Buick and Chevy cores but the
resulting gap between this slot and theflat areas on both sides of the throttle
shaft will be filled with metal during the
peening process.
Now grind down the end of the shaft
off so you end up with .325-inch of
metal beyond the shoulder where the
inner arm will rest. This will leave .090
inches standing proud of the outer arm

when both arms are placed on the shaft.
Before peening modify the inner arm
as shown in one illustration. If you
acquired a new inner arm from Fabcraft
it too must be modified to match the
modified arm in the illustration.
You are now ready to peen on the
inner and outer Super Duty arms. Now
again place the shaft in a vise with aluminum jawed vise, straight up, throttle
blade slots 90 degrees to the plane of the
jaws, and place both the inner and outer
arms on the end of the shaft.
You do not want the shaft standing
tall in the vise as that will just increase
the odds that you will bend it during the
peening process, but you do want to
leave some distance for the shaft to slide
down into the jaws- and it WILL slide- as
you peen the throttle arms on with a
sledge hammer. VERY IMPORTANTyou want the throttle arm clocked so that
the throttle plate screws go into the shaft
from the bottom of the carburetor when
the throttle plates are closed - check this
orientation several times before peening
because once peened you cannot undo
what you have done without considerable effort.
Tighten the vise as tight as you can
tighten it. Now take an oxy-acetylene
torch in one hand and a sledge hammer
in the other hand, and peen the SD
throttle arm and inner arm onto the shaft
by heating the nub on the shaft proud of

Place the shaft upright in a vise with aluminum jaws, leaving room for the shaft to slide down some during the
peening process. Close the vise jaws as tight as you can. Be
sure to place the shaft in the vise with the throttle blade
slots perpendicular to the plane of the jaws so that area of
the shaft will not be crushed.

the throttle arm just to the point of melting and then hit it straight down with the
sledge hammer. You will have to repeat
this several times before the arm is
peened on and you may have to loosen
the vise once or twice during this process
and move the shaft back up. As you peen
the throttle arm on you will be forcing
steel into the gap between the slot in the
Fabcraft arm and the flats you machined
onto the shaft. The peened on arm looks
pretty bad immediately upon completion
but after bead blasting and plating will
look very nice.
At this point I pickle all of the carburetor’s steel components except the
springs, including the throttle shafts, and
send it all to the cadmium plater.
Everything but the idle mixture screws
should be plated silver. The idle mixture
screws originally came both silver and
black so their color is your choice. If
desired you can dress the screw heads on
screws that will be visible when the carburetor is reassembled by tapping the
disfigured heads down with a small hammer and then recutting the slots with a
file. Or just buy new philister head
screws which is what I do. The new
screws I buy are zinc plated when
received so I pickle them and have them

Shown is the end of the shaft heated cherry red with a
oxy/acetylene torch. Not shown is the 5 lb. sledge hammer
in my other hand. I usually peen the new arms on in four or
five cycles of heating the end of the shaft just to the point of
melting, and then smacking it rapidly with the hammer
three or four times fairly hard - straight down. If you have
never done something like this you might want to turn
some 3/8 steel rod down slightly and then practice peening
washers onto the ends of several of them. You will have
only one chance to get it right when you peen the Super
Duty arms onto the modified shafts.

plated silver cad along with the other
steel components. The springs, if plated,
must be baked immediately following
plating or they will develop a condition
called hydrogen embrittlement and will
eventually break. If the plater you are
using does not have an oven in which to
bake the springs they can be thoroughly

cleaned, or glass bead blasted, and painted silver.
Next month, we will finish up the
procedure, straightening bent throttle
shafts, modifying the choke shaft and
even providing jetting suggestions for
engines from 389 to 496 cubic inches.
SS
Stay tuned!

This is what the shaft and arm will look like immediately following peening. It
looks bad now but it will be pretty after bead blasting and cadmium plating.
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SD Clone Carbs

By John Reeder

Photography by the author

Build Carter AFBs That Are Functionally Identical to
the Very Rare ‘62-’63 Super Duty Carbs: Part 2
Editor’s Note: This month, we finish
up John Reeder’s excellent two-part
series and even provide some jetting
recommendations. We appreciate
John’s contribution and hope it helps
with your own project.

Straightening A Throttle Shaft
Sometimes during the process of peening the new throttle arm on or during the
plating process a throttle shaft will
become bent slightly and will therefore
not want to go into the carb body
smoothly, or after being installed with
the throttle blades tightened down will
not turn easily. The bend can be identified by holding the shaft against a steel
straight edge with no plates in it and then
with the plates installed and the screws
tightened down, which often alters the
bend or can even straighten the shaft.
The bend is usually in the area of the slot
which was cut for the plates, but not
always. Once identified put the throttle
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plates in the shaft, no screws, and place
the shaft in an aluminum jawed vise with
the point of the bend at the edge of the
vise jaws and with the remainder of the
shaft standing proud.
Now use a small hammer or screw
driver handle and lightly tap the exposed
portion of the shaft toward the side
opposite the bend. You do not need to
hit it hard. Now reinstall the shaft,
including putting the plates in and tightening them down, and see if the shaft
now turns easily in the carburetor body.
If it does not repeat the straightening
process until the shaft does turn easily
after being installed. Sometimes it takes
several attempts to get a shaft straight,
and it can be necessary to straighten
more than one bend.

Modifying The Choke Shaft
Grind or file off the peening holding the
original choke arm on and remove the
arm. Now drill and tap the bare end of

the choke shaft with a #36 drill bit and
6x32nc tap. Drill at least ½-inch deep
and tap threads in until the tap stops.
Now you will want to grind down the
area of the shaft that has the flats, which
clocks the choke arm, so the end of the
shaft beyond the shoulder is .040 inches
long and is just below the surface of the
Fabcraft arm when it is placed on the
end of the shaft. This will allow the
screw holding the arm on to hold it tight
with no slop. I grind the end of the
choke shaft down on a table top belt
sander with a sanding disc, going slow
and repeatedly checking the amount of
shaft protruding beyond the surface of
the arm. Go slow because the choke
shaft is brass, which is soft, and if you
remove the flats completely you will have
ruined the shaft.
Now install the Fabcraft choke arm
on the shaft with a 6x32 screw, using
high strength Loctite threadlocker. Next,
dress the other end of the choke shaft so
the linkage arm components for that end
of the shaft can be easily installed. For
some reason for me these components
are easily removed but then always go
back on with some difficulty.
I now retap the holes which accept
the screws that hold the choke plate
down on with a 4-40 tap. The original
holes are large enough so that no drilling
is required if you take your time with the
tap.
Now place the choke return spring on
the shaft, place the shaft in the air horn,
and install the choke plate with 4-40x3/8
brass screws using high strength Loctite
threadlocker.

Checking & Cleaning the Floats,
Throttle and Choke Plates
Check the floats by filling a clear glass
2/3rds full of water and heating it in a
microwave for 40 seconds. Then
immerse each float and watch for bubbles. If there is a leak you will see bubbles instantly.
If there are no bubbles then there is
no leak. Immersing the floats in
Evaporust overnight will make them
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look like new, or they can be polished
with a Scotchbrite pad and Brasso.
(Dual 4-Barrel Applications)
The choke and throttle plates can be
made to look like new by cleaning them Cubic
Primary
Secondary
Metering
and using the same two step bead blast- Inches
Jets
Jets
Rods
ing process as the carburetor bodies and
389
.085
.070
.054x.060
airhorns.
421
.092
.070
.052x.059
462
.094
.073
.062x.068
Reassembly
480
.095
.069
.058x.069
Reassembly is straight forward and is the
494
.087
.078
.050x.057
opposite of taking the carb apart. I begin
by first installing the throttle shafts and upside down.
their jetting so I would think that you
throttle plates. Do not forget to install
Next, I install the auxiliary air valve should be able to get in the ball park with
the idle speed cams and springs on the over the secondary throttle plates, and initial calibration for your engine by
primary shafts before putting the shafts then the boosters and accelerator pump extrapolating off of the above chart. My
in the bodies. I install the throttle plates nozzle, making sure to install the square formula is driven by cubic inches only;
with steel screws and high strength brass check valve under the pump noz- cam, head flows, etc. were not taken into
Loctite threadlocker. Use 6-32x3/8 zle. The screws holding the boosters and consideration.
screws for the primary throttle plates and accelerator pump nozzles in have lock
I reinstall the old style accelerator
6-32x5/16 for the secondary plates. washers so no threadlocker is used on pump well check valves with the chrome
Actually I do not put the threadlocker on them.
ball bearing, checking that they flow only
the screws until after I have flow tested
After that, install the jets and acceler- one way and in the correct direction with
the carburetors and you may also want to ator pump well check valve. The jetting a small plastic tube and lung pressure,
wait until the carburetors are completely and metering rods installed by Carter in before installing them. In my opinion the
assembled before you apply the thead- the original 3433/3435 carbs were .089 old style valves work better than the curlocker.
primary jets, .070 secondary jets, and rent version with the little brass triangle
If it becomes necessary to remove the .054x.060 metering rods. The correct shaped plate type valve. Install the bowl
throttle plates after threadlocker is size metering rods are no longer available baffles with the concave bends to the
applied it will take heat to make the so I use ones that are close as possible rear of the float bowls.
threadlocker turn loose. To accomplish and Edelbrock’s #1438 at .052x.058,
Install the idle mixture screws and
this hold a plumber’s propane torch #1461 at .057x.065, and #1441 at springs by turning each one all the way in
flame directly on a throttle screw for .052x.062 are good choices. Actually, you and then backing it out 1 3/4 turns.
about five seconds and then use a screw- can use any size metering rod and then
Install the idle speed screws and
driver to break it loose and remove it. If use “piRsquare” to determine the appro- springs and turn them until they just
you attempt to remove the screws with- priate primary jet size. The secondary jet touch the idle speed cams on the throttle
out heat you will break them off guaran- size will not be affected. The factory cal- shaft and then turn the screw on the priteed. I do not attempt to peen the inside ibration was for a 421 cubic inch engine. mary carb in two more complete turns
end of the screws. If your engine bay Calibrations I’ve put in carb sets for var- and on the secondary (front) carb one
ever gets hot enough to make the screws ious size engines are shown in the chart more complete turn. This will set the carturn loose on their own you’ve got a above.
buretors up idling off of both the front
much bigger problem than the screws
I determined the above jetting using a and rear carburetors so fuel will continucoming out.
formula I have developed over time and ously be flowing through both of them.
When tightening the screws just snug the engines these carburetors were
Reassemble the tops by placing the air
them up tight, the threadlocker will hold installed on should be running slightly horn gaskets on first, the needles and
them. Do not try to be King Kong with rich. I asked the customers in every case seats next, and then the floats. Most curthem as they are very small screws and to watch their spark plugs and if there rently manufactured needles and seats
you may break them off.
was any indication of running lean to have a .085 diameter hole in them to feed
Installing the passenger’s side linkage install larger primary jets, or smaller fuel through, where the old originals
pieces on the throttle shafts can be a diameter metering rods, and please tell were .10. Edelbrock makes a high-flow
challenge if you’ve never done it. My rec- me what they have done for my future seat with a .110 diameter feed hole which
ommendation, again, is to have taken reference. No one has ever gotten back is item EDL-1466. On a cruise/show car
pictures of that linkage before it was to me and told me they have changed .085 seats are fine but if you are going to
removed, front and rear, from above and
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POCI Tech Feature

Sometimes a throttle shaft can become bent slightly during the process of peening the SD throttle arm on or during plating. Determine where the bend is by holding the
shaft against a steel straight edge. Then place the shaft in
an aluminum jawed vise with the point of the bend at the
edge of the jaws. If the point of the bend is in the area
where the throttle blades will be installed, and it usually is,
place a throttle blade in the shaft where the jaws will hold
it. Now gently tap in the shaft to straighten it. Just tap it;
that is normally all it will take. It may take several attempts
to get the shaft straight and a given shaft may be bent in
more than one place.

go racing install seats with the .110 holes
or the fuel pump may not be able to keep
up with the engine all the way through
the quarter-mile. On some seats other
than Edelbrocks it is possible to drill the
feed hole out to .110 and I do that regularly. After drilling the hole out debur it
both sides by hand spinning a slightly
larger drill bit in reverse against the edges
of the hole. Set the float levels at 7/32inch and float drops at 23/32-inch.
Now, lubricate the accelerator pump
and pump well with light oil, install the
spring and pump in the well, and install

the air horn. Tighten the screws around
the circumference of the airhorn in three
or four steps starting with the center
front and rear screws and then working
to the the sides of the carburetor body,
both sides. The choke cable bracket uses
the forward screw on the passenger’s
side top as well as one of the screws that
originally held the automatic choke body
on. At this point it may be necessary to
bend the choke arm slightly to get it to
clear the choke cable bracket when the
choke is closed.
After the air horn is on tight, install

Be sure to install the fast idle cam and spring on both primary throttle shafts before installing them in the carburetor bodies. Here are views of the cam and spring from
both the top and bottom of the throttle arm.
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This picture shows the four steps necessary to install a manual choke arm on the rear carburetor choke shaft. Left to
right is an original choke shaft with the automatic choke
arm still installed, next a shaft has had that arm removed,
then next a shaft has been drilled and tapped to receive the
Super Duty type manual choke arm, and fourth a shaft has
had the SD arm installed. The fifth shaft is a real SD choke
shaft and arm that has been cadmium plated. As you can see
the real arm has a square wire stop and if one is desired for
the Fabcraft arm it can be fabricated out of square brass
rod.

3/8-inch fuel inlets, Edelbrock item
EDE-8090, tighten them, and check the
needles and seats for function by holding
each carburetor upside down and
attempting to blow through the fuel
inlet; the floats should have closed the
needles and seats with the carburetors
held upside down so you should not be
able to blow through the fuel inlet. Now
turn the carburetors over and you should
be able to audibly hear the floats drop
and now be able to easily blow through
the fuel inlet. Actually you can perform
this check before the air horns are

This picture shows the steel components removed from
pairs of AFBs both before and after plating. The springs must
be baked immediately after plating or they will take on
hydrogen embrittlement and may break.

installed but it is good to do it again after
installation.
Now install the springs, metering rod
and piston assemblies, and metering rod
covers in the tops of the air horns. If
you forgot to chase the threads for the
little screws that hold the metering rod
covers down do it now. I once ruined a
top by not chasing the threads in one of
those holes, and the little broken off
screw shank was too small for me to get
out.
Install the accelerator pump arm, “S”
link, and accelerator pump rod. A correct
accelerator pump arm for these carburetors will have only one hole, not three or
four. The “S” link should be installed to
appear as the letter “S” from the front of
the carburetor. The correct rod will be
captured at the bottom end, where it is
inserted into the throttle arm, by the carburetor body, and held with a small
spring clip at the top where it is inserted
into the pump arm. You will see rods
installed with the bottom end held with
the spring clip and the top end with a
neat copper clasp; this looks pretty but

A finished set passengers side view. The lead photo shows the same system
from the drivers side.

the rod is actually installed upside down.
In terms of function however it makes
no difference.
Finally install the passenger’s side
choke linkage components and adjust as
necessary so that the secondary throttle
shaft is locked out when the choke plate

is closed.
Be sure to install plugs in the front
and rear (if any) vacuum ports before
installing the carburetors on your engine.
That’s it, you have now created a set
of 3010 or 3433/3435 clones!
SS
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